
A fast-paced, suspense novel
Written to entertain, challenge, and impact the reader

In Mr. Inside, author Frank James presents an

opening scenario that challenges the reader to

question the fairness and goodness of God. He fear-

lessly uses the fictional vehicle to bring us face-to-

face with our feelings about personal tragedy of

great magnitude. Similar to Job’s situation in the

Bible, Frank quickly disarms his readers of all neat,

pat, cliche answers, and goes on to help us in

empathizing with the characters’ anger and con-

fusion regarding God and his sovereignty in the face

of immense injustice.

A page-turner, Mr. Inside entertains, engages,

and impacts the reader in unexpected ways.

“Frank James is one of the most creative and engaging
writers I have ever met.”

—Hugh Ross, author of The Creator & The Cosmos
and President of REASONS TO BELIEVE

PRAISE FOR L. FRANK JAMES & HIS FIRST NOVEL

AN OPENED GRAVE

Frank’s first novel, An Opened Grave, has received international
notice among CBA and ABA media and booksellers.

“Like G K Chesterton and C S Lewis, Frank James is a fine
storyteller and a notable Christian apologist.”

——SSHHEERRLLOOCCKK HHOOLLMMEESS SSOOCCIIEETTYY OOFF LLOONNDDOONN

“A brilliant weaving of good detective fiction with profound
issues of faith. A great accomplishment!”

—JOHN ELDREDGE, best-selling author of
Captivating and Wild at Heart

“The invisible hand of God is seen in riveting

clarity as it affects the lives of the characters.”



DESCRIPTION

“Mr. Inside” is a metaphor, pointing to that bitter place in our
hearts where we live in fear and anger, holding the sovereign God
responsible for life’s unjust events. Mr. Inside is a fictional, fast-paced
suspense documentary of how one man, through circumstances beyond
his control, comes face-to-face with his interior enemy.

SYNOPSIS OF THE STORY LINE

In 1947, brothers Gustov and Andy Miller witness the traumatic
event of their missionary/pastor parents being brutally slaughtered by a
Kenyan witchdoctor. The young boys return to America, drift apart,
and each enters adulthood carrying the memories and scars of that fate-
ful event.

By the early 1970s Dr. Gustov Miller, now an internationally
renown scholar of Archaeology, Anthropology, and History, has devel-
oped a keen sense of solving ancient mysteries and has established his
own company called Lost & Found International. He runs his compa-
ny with only two employees, his assistant, a lovely Christian woman,
Miss Beatrix Peeters and James Morrison, his “Mr. Outside,” who finds
himself in life-threatening situations while searching for lost or stolen
artifacts, under the remote direction of Dr. Miller.  

The action-packed story-line includes Gus and Jim being hounded
by scoundrels, beaten, and thrown off a moving passenger train—all
while risking death in their quest to solve the mystery of their lives.

“Frank James is one of the most creative and engaging writers I
have ever met.”

—Hugh Ross, author of The Creator & The Cosmos
and President of REASONS TO BELIEVE

L. Frank James
Frank James is a pastor

at Valley Springs Presbyterian
Church in Roseville, CA,
and holds an MFA degree in
Theatre and Drama from the
University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA).

He is the recipient of
numerous acting awards, and
is an accomplished play-
wright and has performed, directed, and toured with groups
such as; Theatre Du Terte Paris, Last Minute Production (co-
founder), Actors Alley Theatre, Long Beach Civic Light
Opera, and Richmond Sheppard Theatre, Hollywood, among
others.

Praise for Frank’s first novel
WINNER (Religious Fiction)

BEST BOOKS 2006 AWARDS
— USA Book News — 

Frank’s first novel, An Opened
Grave, has received international
notice among CBA and ABA media
and booksellers.

“Like G K Chesterton and C S
Lewis, Frank James is a fine story-
teller and a notable Christian apol-
ogist. Unusually well done.”

——SSHHEERRLLOOCCKK HHOOLLMMEESS SSOOCCIIEETTYY

OOFF LLOONNDDOONN

“A brilliant weaving of good detective fiction with profound
issues of faith. A great accomplishment!”

—JOHN ELDREDGE, best-selling author of
Captivating and Wild at Heart

“Anyone who loves Sherlock Holmes detective stories or who
would like to share a sharp intellect’s grappling with the pro-
foundest of religious mysteries will enjoy and learn from this
book.”

—Alan J. Couture, FOREWORD MAGAZINE

“The invisible hand of God is seen in riveting

clarity as it affects the lives of the characters.”
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